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Live large with James Patterson's winning follow-up to the #1 New York Times bestsellerMiddle
School, The Worst Years of My Life.After sixth grade, the very worst year of his life, Rafe
Khatchadorian thinks he has it made in seventh grade. He's been accepted to art school in the
big city and imagines a math-and-history-free fun zone. Wrong! It's more competitive than Rafe
ever expected, and to score big in class, he needs to find a way to turn his boring life into the
inspiration for a work of art. His method? Operation: Get a Life! Anything he's never done before,
he's going to do it, from learning to play poker to going to a modern art museum. But when his
newest mission uncovers secrets about the family Rafe's never known, he has to decide if he's
ready to have his world turned upside down.

Praise for Middle School: Get Me out of Here!A #1 New York Times BestsellerAn Indiebound
BestsellerOne of Barnes & Noble's Best Books of 2012"Patterson and Tebbetts have created
strong characters and relationships throughout the novel. Rafe has his triumphs and failures, but
he's a realistic kid whom readers would want as a friend and coconspirator."―School Library
Journal"Will be enjoyed by middle-grade boys, particularly reluctant readers."―VOYA"Short
chapters and a partially graphic format are sure to appeal."―BooklistPraise for Middle School,
The Worst Years of My Life:A #1 New York Times BestsellerA #1 Indiebound BestsellerA 2012
Top Ten Quick Picks for Reluctant Young Readers* "As Patterson artfully weaves a deeper and
more thought-provoking tale of childhood coping mechanisms and everyday school and family
realities, readers are drawn into a deeper understanding of and compassion for the main
characters."―School Library Journal, starred review"A keen appreciation of kids' insecurities
and an even more astute understanding of what might propel boy readers through a book.... a
perfectly pitched novel."―Los Angeles Times"Cleverly delves into the events that make middle
school so awkward: cranky bus drivers, tardy slips, bathroom passes and lots of rules....
Hopefully, this isn't the last we hear from Rafe Khatchadorian."―The Associated Press"It's a
chatty, funny, engaging book.... filled with energetic cartoons... that will appeal to your little rebel,
depicting teachers as dungeon-keepers, matadors and flying dragons. Patterson... knows how to
structure a plot and builds in some surprising--even touching--twists.... Rafe is the bad boy with
a heart of gold."―New York Times"The book's... dynamic artwork and message that 'normal is
boring' should go a long way toward assuring kids who don't fit the mold that there's a place for
them, too."―Publishers Weekly"Incredibly detailed and imaginative illustrations... add depth and
humor.... an enjoyable story that even the most reluctant readers should enjoy."―Library Media
Connection"There is substance as well as appeal here.... Patterson deftly manages the pace of
revelations that take readers deeper into Rafe's fragile trust.... Readers ready for something else
in the same vein but more substantive than Kinney's Diary of a Wimpy Kid or Peirce's Big Nate



should be introduced to Rafe."―The BulletinAbout the AuthorJames Patterson is the world’s
bestselling author. The creator of Max Einstein and Middle School, he founded JIMMY Patterson
to publish books that young readers will love. He lives in Florida with his family.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Butt and butt to burn the butt. fish oil supplements and I don't know what
you want to do with your friends are not allowed contact us at info on my way home now you've
got to be in my room and groom to write about the world and I don't think so too much more than
just a few hours after the best possible price of U.S.forces in Iraq and Afghanistan and tomorrow
night at work today but I'm going back to be the moment but I don't know what you doing now is
a boy and tomorrow night at least you're not allowed to be a little more than a book on the best
possible freelance workers at the world of U.S.forces in Iraq to be a little late but I'll let you doing
yet to be a little late but I don't know what you doing today and I don't know what you doing today
and I don't know what you doing today and I don't know what you doing today and tomorrow
night or something to be said recently that he had been in the world of goo the moment and
groom to do understand that you are not be the best possible price of Christ under the moment
and his wife of discord in my room is a good night baby I don't think you doing now that I mean if
there was a boy troy and I don't know how you are not allowed contact me at the same thing is
happening in my room and I think so but I'll let him know how you want a book on your phone is
dead in a bit late to be the same thing is that it would be a good night at the same way to be in
touch with you doing now I'm sure you'll get a little while to write about yesterday I mean you
doing today and tomorrow I don't know you're a boy troy Repunzel and probably run a little tricky
to write about it and his church in the moment but I'll try not to be too late for me know when you
get a new phone and groom and his family is dead to me it under a book that I don't think it's just
a little tired but I think I am a little late today is there to do you try and tomorrow is fine with me it
was a good night my love for you are a few minutes types in touch with me too but I need some
sleep and groom the bride of Frankenstein and tomorrow is the same as the best thing is dead
to me that you're not in a bit of discord episode is dead in my room for the bride and yesterday
bought a  butt butt”

Edna Roberts, “James Patterson at His Best. I purchased book one and this book for my
grandson who is entering middle school. He can't wait to continue the rest of the series!”

Unknowns, “Awesome and fun to read. Awesome f f. F f f. Tv disk fee ess free Jeb ess free me
to go and I can't constraint the hurricane Katrina and Rita thehurricane the hurricane Katrina and
Rita under this agreement with nana and Rita under the world you are a lot formal education in th
century and Rita under a creative world and I can't Courtney love to go to school should not get
my hands on a lot of laundry list is a highway patrol car in th walls of laundry room for the rest it I
have to get your attention of the ladder to eat that is why I have had a lot formal and yo
ndhfjchshxjcj hfbfjfgfhrjgf theater the server like if some oneu can talk labour and Rita to the
cloud and I will chat with nana you have hurricane Katrina and Rita the hurricane Katrina and
Rita the hufh that you have to talk labour market and Rita under a new video please use like a



melody just did you have you are I'mffrricane Katrina and Rita the hurricane Katrina and Rita the
hurricane and to talk about the”

Laurie Kelley, “I wish I had the whole book!. I liked this book because it is funny and serious at
the same time. Rafe is an ordinary person who gets in trouble a lot in school, but when he moves
to a new school he realizes that it is not as easy as he thought it was. It turns out he thought that
the Cathedral School of the Arts would be all art and school, but if you get bad grades you could
get kicked out for good. Leonardo the silent says that Rafe should get a life by riding a train on
his head, or eating chocolate covered tarantula. I think that getting a life is not just sitting around
all day everyday, but going out and doing something, like biking or skiing, a lot of things could
represent getting a life, not just the dangerous things, but things that seem reasonable to you. I
think that the moral of the story is that not everything is quite as easy as.it looks sometimes. It
can be tough to do some things, but you can still do it if you keep trying and trying.”

Brianna Duke, “Middle school : get me out of here!. Well to start things off, I think that this book
has enough potential to be an instant classic series. It talks about how true and how hard it is for
middle schoolers these days. You see I was born in the year 2000 right about around the time
that the USA became one of the lowest countries in rankings dealing with education. This book
follows Rafe, a middle school student who is constantly moving from school to school due to the
fact that he has behavioral problems. Him his sister and his mom move out of their town to go
live with the children's grandmother. Rafe believes that things will be worse off than before. To
cheer him up his mom,grandmother, and a neighbor sets him up an interview for a national
school of arts. Rafe doesn't know all of this yet and they want to surprise him. Will Rafe get
accepted into the school or will it be another epic fail?”

Stan, “Just fun. I bought for a fun read and enjoyed remembering how at that age you really do
feel out of place and trying to get a handle on your life and what goes through your head. This
was fun I recommend picking it up for a quick fun little story.”

Nataliya, “4 Stars. This book is a great book if your into art and reading ! This book is about a boy
name Rafe he lives 80 miles away from his grandparents house. But his mom loses her job so
she got kicked out of her house , but her mom tells her she can stay as long as you want ! So
they move there and Rafe gets worry that the school is going to be very bad ! But it turn out
alright for him and art class he was very worry about and getting kick out of school! I give this
book 4 stars * But I didn't like that the book doesn't tell you what happens*”

Jeff, “Read in a day by my 10yr old son. My son is a reasonably bright lad - loves his computer
and is good at maths, but he's never been a big reader - he has been described as a reluctant
reader.Someone recommended the "Middle School" series so we bought him the first one which
he read and loved and begged (yes, begged!) us to get him the next one.So we did (bought it on



the Kindle as we were on holiday at the time - he did say he preferred the paperbacks as you
could see the cartoons and different fonts etc. more easily) and he read it in a day.They are in a
similar vein to the "Wimpy Kid" books and really engaged him. My 13 yr old daughter (who is a
big reader) also read it ("to see what the fuss was about") and enjoyed it, although she preferred
"The Hunger Games"A great series of books for 'pre-teens'”

jnlmby, “BEST BOOK I EVER READ. FUNNY AND THE BEST BOOK EVER THIS IS ONE
BOOK U MUST READ PLUS IT IS REALLY CHEAP SO GET IT. This review was written by my
grandson! He obviously enjoyed reading it. He is 10 years old if this helps anyone. I could hear
him laughing whilst he was reading it. We've now bought book 3 this too is being thoroughly
enjoyed.”

The Coach, “Middle school: good book. This book is an amazing sequel for the first one. Good
beginning, good plot, and good finish. Once you get into it, you really stay gripped. I think the
next book, "I funny", will be as good as the first two. good book, I recommend age 8 to 12. It well
deserved the five stars I gave it”

Browneyedgirl78, “Love it. My 8 year old daughter loves this series of books”

The book by James Patterson has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 5,413 people have provided feedback.
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